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Decision does little to define 'effective communication'
PHILIP R.

HOCHBERG

''Y'all don't really
want it but the young
got time / With aj/ow
so spec like . .. tRchnoiDgic / Shawty get
iDose, baby do what
you do, I£t me see you
I£t down your hair."
"SbawtyGet
Loose" by Lil' Mama

"'W'"hose lyriCS,
• broadcast over
the public address system at a Washington
Redsltins game in 2006,
KARLWM.
are quoted by a federal
MEANS
appeals court as an
example of "aural
content" that must be made available to
deaf and hard of hearing fans at FedEx
Field.
In Feldman v. Pro Football Inc., the 4th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals held that
the Americans with Disabilities Act requires "full and equal access to ... music
lyrics" as part of the football game experience "whatever the poetic merit of the
lyrics and their relevance to the sport of
football"
Anyone who's been to a sports event
knows that tailgating, mascot races
and halftime shows are part of the fan
experience, in which the show can overshadow the game itself (Wardrobe maIfimction, anyone?) Little surprise then
that sports events draw crowds from all
walks of life, including disabled fans
protected by a seemingly clear objective
of the ADA against "discrimination on
the basis of disability in the full and
equal enjoyment" of, in this case, the
sports event "experience." Nevertheless, the Feldman court struggles with
the devil in the details and follows the
letter of the law, but fails to reach a satisfactory decision.
Beginning in 2003, deaf and hard of
hearing Redskins fans asked for greater
access to information during home
games, including the captioning of all
content broadcast over the public address system at FedEx Field. Dissatisfied with alternative solutions, those
fans filed a lawsuit to require the use of
auxiliary aids, specifically captioning, at
Redskins games. After the lawsuit was
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Access to lyrics of music pla~d al FedEx Field was Ibe basis of federal lawsuit in Maryland.

filed, an increasing amount of content
was captioned at FedEx Field on two
LED ribbon boards at the 5O-yard line,
including game information, public address announcements and nomnusical
halftime entertaimnent. The notable
exception was music lyrics, which ultimately became a focal point in the case.
The U.S. District Court in Maryland
ordered the use of an auxiliary aid to
"effectively communicate" lyrics, finding that "the ADA requires defendants
to provide auxiliary aids for the aural
content broadcast" at FedEx Field, and
access to lyrics could be provided without specific hardship or undue burden
on the team. The district court did not
specifically require captioning. To comply with the court's order, deaf and hard
of hearing fans are sent copies of the
lyrics by email before each game.
The 4th Circuit affirmed the district
court's order in its entire!}! It agreed that
effective communication under the ADA
requires auxiliary ~ds for "full and
equal access to the goods and services"
at FedEx Field, Le., the experience of a
live football game. Although "[n]either
the ADA nor the regulations implementing the ADA impart guidance on the
specific content" that must be communicated, the court was clear about music
and lyrics: Music played during a football game arouses enthusiasm and fosters a sense of shared participation. The
lyrics may be nonsensical, as defendants
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point out, but even nonsensical lyrics
may enhance the collective excitement
that defendants provide as part of their
goods and services.
The 4th Circuit also emphasized it did
not require the auxiliary aids to take a
particular form, noting that "the type of
aid necessary ... will vary with context"
and "the auxiliary aid requirement is a
flexible one." The court specifically left
open the possibility that lyrics should be
captioned, and its analysis of proposed
ADA regulations cpncluded that future
rulemaking could require captioning
of game-related information and "any
other relevant announcements" includinglyrics.
Requiring the reproduction of lyrics,
however, creates a different problem
overlooked by the court. A mechanical
license is available for the performance
of a recorded song like "Shawty Get
Loose" over the stadium's public address
system. However, a mechanical license
would not ordinarily cover reproduction
rights for lyrics, captioned or otherwise,
which are copyrighted and licensed separately, and for which there is no defined
statutory licensing scheme. Simply complying with the court's order to reproduce lyriCS by any form of auxiliary aid
risks potential copyright infringement
absent separate negotiated licenses.
In effect, Feldman means that one
federal statute (the ADA) requires the
Redskins (or any other team) to comply

with an unrelated federal statute (the
Copyright Act), but without a way to
negotiate a proper license that is not an
undue burden on the team.
In addition, the selection of songs to
"arouse enthusiasm" is arguably influenced by many things: musical style,
rhythm and tempo, current popularity,
and familiarity to fans. The lyrics to
music broadcast at the games is largely
irrelevant, especially if they are nonsensical, a point the court gave insufficient
weight.
Let's be honest Even hearing fans
aren't listening much of the time, and
many lyrics are too rapid-fire, unintelligible or nonsensical, as the court admitted with "Shawty Get Loose." In addition, inappropriate content is always
objectionable, and lyrics are far more
impressionable when duplicated and
repeated as captioned text. Hopefully,
teams will take reasonable measures to
screen such content because no parent
wants inappropriate lyrics captioned
and displayed for young fans.
The Feldman decision leaves everyone
unsatisfied. The court recites the letter
and spirit of the law but provides little
real guidance about "effective communication." captioning for disabled fans
is better but still not comprehensive,
and the Redskins must comply with a
problematic order with no assurance its
solution is legally adequate.
It should be noted that the Feldman
decision is unpublished and not binding
precedent in the 4th Circnit. However,
considering Ohio State University's
recent agreement to provide captioning
to settle a 2010 lawsuit, and a deaf University of Kentucky fan suing to require
captioning at Wildcats football games,
Feldman is only one case addressing
"effective communication" at SlX)rts
events. Hopefully, reasonable decisions
by other courts will spare us the treat
of nonsensical lyrics streaming across
JumboTrons nationwide.
•
Philip R. Hochberg (PHochberg@Srgpe.
rom), a Washington lawyer who represents professional and roll£giate sports
interests, is theformer stadium announcer for the Redskins. Knrl Wm. Means
(KMeans@Shulmanrogers.rom)choirs
the intellectual propPty practicegroup at
Shulman Rogers in Potomac, Md.
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